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Flaser's inversion method is applied to superior mirages and the results analysed.

The ray equation is solved explicitly to express refractive profile in terms of the

equation of the ray path. Differential geometric techniques are used to model the

optical properties of the atmosphere and it is demonstrated that the assumption of

constant Gaussian curvature can produce accurate refractive profiles. A mechanical

analog of atmospheric refraction is derived and the fitting of optical data to derive

refractive profiles is investigated.
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1.3. Sorne Frevious Work

The refractive index of an optical medium is defined to be the ratio between

the speed of light in vacuo and the speed of light in the medium. ln a medium

of constant refractive index light rays will travel in straight lines. If, however,

refraciive index is not constant light rays will follow cuwed paths. Examining the

ray equation

! ("+\ -vndt\"dt)-''"

where the vector r locates a point on the ray path and s is arc length, we see that

the ray will always turn in the direction of the gradieni of n. If we restrict our

attention to a laterally homogeneous, stratified atmosphere, then it should be clear

that if refractive index increases with eleration rays will curve up and if it decreases

with elevation rays will curve dou'n.

In some cases, the refractive profile will result in two or more rays from each

point on the target reaching the eye. These extra rays â.re perceiv-ed as images,

distorted and displaced above or below the image resulting from the more direct

rays. Superior mirages are images displaced above the direct image and inferior

mirages are displaced below.

Knowing refractive index as a function of position in a region wiil allow us to

I



Chapter tr : Introduction

determine the path followed by a ray of light within that region by a straightforward

solution of the ray equation The inverse problem stated simply is this: r}om ob-

serv¿ble optical distortions due to laniations in refractive index, can we determine

the refractive index as a function of position?

In the simplest case the atmosphere is assumed to be horizontally stratified,

with refractive index constant within each layer. We view a target at some distance

from the observer and record the elev¿tion of a ray at the eye, the elevation angle

of the ray and elevation of the ray at the target, It is not clear that this optical

data, or a set of such triples, will allow us to deduce the refractive profile.

Sparkman [lJ, used a library technique and compared optical data with results

from a two parameter logarithmic profile. The validity of this method of inversion

rests on the implicit assumption that similar refractive profiles would result from

similar optical data. It is clear from the ray equation that the inversion process

is nonlinear, and as well, in the case of mirage phenomena, that the mapping that

transforms rays at the target into rays ai the eye is discontinuous - neighboring

points on the target are widely separated at the eye. This casts serious doubt on

the validity of the assumption underlying the method.

Flaser [2J, assumed a series expansion for a refractive profile resulting in an



Chapter 1: Introduction

inferior mirage and sought to fit the constant coefficients of the truncated series

to the optical data. While a fortunate choice of series can result in a good fit to

a known profile, we can conclude only that the resulting fit is a good linear, good

quadratic, etc. approximation to the true profile. Should Nature choose to select

a different functional form for the refractive index, our set of fitting constants will

be no more than a guess. As well, the optical data cannot force convergence of the

series, and so leaves us without any estimate of the error incurred by iruncation.

Fraser's method is examined more closely in $ 2.1, where we attempt to fit a Taylor

series to superior mirage data and in $ 2.3 where we analyse the failure of this

attempt.

Neither of these two methods is theoretically enlightening. Nfore promising is

an iterative scheme proposed by tehn[3], that traced rays ihrough an approximation

profile and foliowed by an adjusiment of the approximation in each layer to reduce

the elevation error for each ray at the target. Lehn assumed a constant radius of

cunrature in each layer, but this is not a strong constraint, since in the limit as

layer depth goes to zero the radius of curu¿ture of the ray path becomes constant'

The iterative method converges experimentall¡ that is, when applied to several

atmospheres with krown temperature profiles.



3..? Geornetry

By Ferrnat's principle, the cun'ed path that a ray follows in an atmosphere of

nonconstant refractive index, minimizes the time of travel between any two points

,4, and B, on the path. This is equivalent to minimizing the optical path length

between A and B. A length minimizing cun'e is a geodesic. Clearly, the curved

path between A and B is not the shortest Euclidean path.

\4¡e can, however, define a metric or distance function in terms of the optical

path length. If the atmosphere is laterally homogeneous, this metric will determine,

locally, a two dimensional surface related to the Euclidean plane by a set of differ-

entiable, invertible mappings. Such a surface is called a differentiable manifold. In

Chapter 3 it is shorvn that the image of the ray equation under these mappings is

the set of geodesic equations of the manifold.

The consequences of constraining the Gaussian cun'atute of suù a manifold

are exa,mined and it is shown that assuming constant curvature yields accurate

refractive proflles for elevations below 20 meters.

Chapter L: Introduction Sa

l.& Â Mechanical .ånalogue

h Chapter 4 a mechanical analogte of atmospheric ¡efraction is described. Its

utility for inversion is examined and some calculations presented. \\¡hile tlie model

has some paedagogical utility it was found to be ineffective for calculation.



1,4 Definïtio¡rs

This work uses three refractive and associated temperature profi.les labelled

Profile l, Profrle 2 and Proflle 3. The details of each and ray plots generaied from

each profile are contained in the Appendix.

Table X.1 defines the various symbols and constants used.

Symbol

Chapter 1: Introduction

úö

p

acceleration of gravity

Definition

e

I / specific gas constant

p

p

atmospheric pressure

n

constant

r

K

air density

Value

refractive index

k

R,

9.8

refractivity

Gaussian curvature

0.00348

226 x 10-ô

A¿

Dimensions

ray curvature

radius of the earth

_oms "

displacement of surface

o¡ç.2 *-2

m3 kg-l

n-1x106

N m-2

kg p-a

Table 1.1

6378

m-2

m-1

km

m
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2.f Fþaser's Method

The differential equation describing the path of a light ray in

refractive index n is

ds - cot þdz

where p is the elevation angle of the ray and we assume that

can be written

d(n cos B) lds - 0.

Fraser[2] defined the follorving transformation

a medium with

where z is the ray elevation at distance ø from the observer, and þ and n are

respectively, the elevation angle of the ray and the refractive index. þo and no are

the values of these quantities at some reference level. Subscripts e, u, and f will refer

to values of a quantity at the eye, vertex of the ray path, and target respectively.

We assume throughout that the earth is flat.

5

n - n(z). Snell's law

r-r-(nln,)'

d=tanpcosþo

€=øsecBo

s-e

(2.1 1)

(2.1.2)

(2.1.3)
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The t¡ansformed variables allow us to ¡ewrite Eq. (2.1.1)

and Snell's law (Bq. (2,1.2))

the solutions of which, for various initial conditions, are

r=óo2-ö2

d( = þ-t dç

- -12'tv 
- Vo

(2. r.6)

Tr=Óo2 -Ör'

r-re=ó"2-þr.

F,quation (2.1.4) and the chain rule allow us to write

d(ó' + r)f ds - o,

(2.1.4)

but from Eq. (2.1.6)

(2,1.5)

hence

de =\ffa,

dr - -2ódþ

rót
€t = -' Jr, 

ç'dö (2. r 7)
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where €e = 0 and ç' = dçldr - ç(1). A singularity exists that is not apparent when

F4. (?.1.4) is expressed in this form. If the ray path possesses a vertex between eye

and target, then tan(B) ranishes there and the implicit division that cancels the

/'s is not defined. However, Eq. (2.1.7) can still be valid and possess a continuous

integrand, if we interpret the value of the integrand as a limit' as B + 0. We

are, in eff'ect, replacing the discontinuity with a point that will make the integrand

continuous. The insertion of this single point will not affect the integral.

By the fundamental theorem of calculus

ç - [' -,,-= 
Jo 

I'dT, (2.1.s)

with ç'independent of {. Bquation (2.1.8) and the unnumbered equation preceding

Eq. (2.1.7) give us

Equa,tions (2.1.7) and (2.1.9) are the parametric equations (with parameter Öt) of

the ray path. To solve these equations the temperature profrle must be known.

Fþaser assumes a series expansion for his elevation I'ariable ç. He truncates

this expansion and solves for the constants in terms of the inferior mirage data.

The procedure is highly nonlinear, interactive and intuitive. Applying this method

rÒt

Çt=-2 I (ödó.
Jó.

(2.1.e)
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to superior mirages yields results 'inferio/ to those obtained using the method

described in Chapter 3.

We choose a set of polynomiab Ú* in r, and write

ç'=Ë &*ú*(r) = fin*,Þ*(ó -ó').

Inserting into Eqs. (2.1.?) and (2.1.9) and reversing the order of integration and

summation we get

-€tlz= F, 
ø*û*

-çtlz= Ë a^ú*,
m=t

where we have

ú* = rþ*(ö,,ót\ = [r' ,þ*(óo' - 4\d.ë
Jö"

ú* = ú*(ó,,ó) = [r' 'þ*(þ,' - ó')ódþ'
Jþ"

rn= 1 m=l

In order to justify the interchange of summation and integration we require that the

integrals in Eqs. (2.1.7) and (2.1.9) converge, that the series in Eq. (2.1.10) converge

uniforrrly and each term in the series be continuous on the interval of interest. The

first of these conditions is met by assuming a sufficiently differentiable ç(r) and by

the insertion of a point if a vertex exists. The last two conditions will depend on the

speciflc series expansion chosen. Presumably no one would attempt io expand ç in

a series of discontinuous terms. Whether the series chosen will converge uniformly

can be a more difficult question to answer.

(2.1.10)

(2.1 . 1 1)

(2.1. r2)
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We now suppose a Maclaurin expansion for ç in terms of r. This converges

absolutely within its radius of convergence (which may consist of the single point

¡ = 0), and it converges uniformly on any open interval contained within the radius

of convergence. \4/e have, retaining only the first p terms,

f = Ë ç,@)#

so that

Flom Eq.

ó" = þol,

ç'=Ëç"r*)ffi. (z.t.r+\

(2.1.6), r = óo2 - ó', so that F,q. (2.1.9) becomes (assuming that

röt

--2 I
JÓ"

Letting u = óoz - þ2 and du =

st=-zlrr"'(Ë,
-m-l \

ç,r*)fu)oao

ï-n a similar manner

(2.1.15)

(e-'"toufiff)r*
-2ódþ, substitution into this last integral yields

(2.1.13)

p

{'= Ð
m=l

ç, = Ë ,"Ø)(þo' -(")* .

m=l

- úr')*-'f.

(2.1.16)

(2.1.17)
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Taking a one term expansion (p = 1) we get

&-2ço'(ôo-ö,)

fi=Çot(Óo'-Ör'\.

This result, following equaiion (16) in Fhaser[2J, is misprinted. ,Ls well, the following

deriwtion (as presented by Fraser) is marred by repeated typographical erroffi.

Bliminating dt from the previous pair of equations, rve obtain

9"-€tþo-et.
4ço'

But the apparent elevation of the target point fo = Çr*{r/r, which, since ç, = 0 = fo,

means that €¿do - ço. Hence, the vertical separation betleen object and image

t2
óç=ço-$r=#;

'15 0

12 secz þo

Some Anal¡,tical ftesulús n0

Assuming a iemperature of approximately 273o K, typic.al aimospheric conditions

and small Bo tbaser obtains

^ ø210-6 dTl
Òç N 2 El'=o'

similar to a result due to Fleagle [5].

(2.1. r 8)

If we know the vertical separation betiveen points on the image and points on

the target we can employ this equation to express the deriiative dT f dz as a function
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of departure angle B. Vertical separation data from Profile I for a target at 25 km

were used and the result is presented in Fig. ?.1.1. For comparison purposes the

figure also contains a graph of the temperature derivative required to displace the

ground surface at the target an amount equal to the departure angle.

1å
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It is to be noted that the temperature gradient is an approximately linear

function of departure angle from -2 to I minutes of arc and then abruptly starts to

decrease. It is also in this region that the ray paths start to flatten. The relationship,

if one exists between these two phenomena, was not investigated.

Fþom Profile I (see Appendix), between 0 and 15 meters, the actual mean

temperature gradient is approximately 0.07o K/rn, and between 15 meters and 30

meters it it approximately 0.4" K/m. Comparing with Fig. 2.1.1, we see ihat the

temperature gradient below 15 meters can be obtained by properly selecting the

ray upon rvhich to base the calculation. We have, however, no a priori basis upon

which to make such a selection. For the temperature gradient between l5 and 30

meters it is noi possible to select a ray that results in a calculated temperature

gradient greater than 0.22o K/*. Clearly a single term expansion is not a good

model for the temperature profile examined here.

If we select F = 2 rays then Eqs. (Z.t.t6) and (2.1,17) will give us a system

of four equations in four unknowns, namely, a dt for each ray and the flrst two

constants in the Taylor expansion, ço(t) and ço(z). For each ray chosen we will have
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the following pair of parametric equations

ç¿ - ço(I) (þ,2 - Ór',) * çoQ)(Öo' - Ór')'l2l
(2.1.1e)

ç - 2ço(r) @" -d,) + ç"(z)å(d,t - d,t) - zço@) 4r(ó,, - órr).

A program employing Newton's method, was used to solve this system of equations

for two rays from Profile I and two rays from Profile 2. Each pair consisted of one

ray with a departure angle of zero minutes of arc and one ray with a departure

angle of one minute of arc. Two different soÌutions were found for each profile. The

results are presented in Table 2.1 below, where ótÚ) it the arrir"¿l angle of the k¿å

ray at the targei.

.^(1)
'rt'l
bJt)
¡r(z)

-3.0158 x 100

7.5118 x 1011

1.4202 x 10-3
1.6236 x 10-3

î4

Profile I

-3.4714 x 106

-4.5304 x 10r1

1.6281 x 10-3
3.3884 x 10-3

Norv, from Bq. (2.1.13)

Hence

1.9423 x 107

3.8340 x 1014

5.6908 x 10-4
-6.3161 x 10-a

Tlrble 2.1

Profile 2

4.3714 x 107

9.3382 x l01a
4.7443 x 10-a
5.5110 x 10-a

z=Ç=
,

Ð
rn=L

ç"@#.

- (+) r rço(r) - z=0,



so that

where, in order that r(z - 0) = 0, we have chosen the sign of the square root to be

the sign of. çoG) ¡ço(2). Flom Eqt. (2.1.3) we have nf no - uç7, so

Chapter 2: Some Analytical Resulús L5

Refractive indices resulting from Fq. (2.1.21) and the values in Table 2.1 are

presented in Figs. 2.1.2 and 2.1.3. In both cases the eye is at the origin at the center

of the graph.

The results for Profile 1 are qualitatively incorrect. One solution provides a

refractive profile not defined for elevations greater ihan 13.3 meters. The other is

defined for all positive elevations. Both, however, produce a refractive index that

increases with elevation. This is inconsistent with the requirement tha;t an inversion

be present to produce a superior mirage.

While qualitatively correct, ihat is, ihe results for Proflle 2 provide a demeasing

refractive index, the demease is so shallow that for both solutions the temperature at

45 meters is just 0.12o C. F\rthermore, the two solutions provide indistinguishable

refractive and temperature profiles. These results are presented in Fig. 2,1,4.

(2.1.20)

(2.1.21)
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Clearlg employing Flaser's method with a two term expansion describes inad'

equately the temperature proûle associated with a superior mirage'

For reasonable refractive indices, the variable r is on the order of *10-5' So,

in order to account for ihe large excursions of the ray path that occur in superior

mirage situations, the Taylor coefficients in the ç expansion must be very large. we

see in Table 1.1, that the ratio between first and second coefficients is on the order

of 105 to 107. If a third, or higher term, contributes significantly to the expansion,

then clearly the coefficient associated with that term must be even larger. The

solution of Eqs. (2.1,19) and higher degree analogs, involve unknown quantities

that differ by at lea-st 14 to 17 orders of magnitude. As well, we take differences of

small quantities. We are also not assured of flnding all solutions. An investigation

of these numerical concerns in the context of this problem have not been attempted.

It appears that Fþaser's power series approach is not well suited for superior mirage

work.

2.2 A Ðirect Solutio¡e of the Ray Ðquatior¡

If a ray of light in a nonhomogeneous medium follows a path given parametri-

cally by r - (ø(s), E(s), e(s)) where s denotes path length and ¡"locates a point on



the path, then the path must satisfy

d I'g) = vn (z.z.r)õ[ dr)

where n -- n(s,y, e) is ihe refractive index of the medium through which the ray

passes. We can rewrite the ray equation as

&r dnfunæ + #fr =vn. (2.2.2)

Denoting derivatives with respect to s by primes we can write

nr"+n'rn-Pot

ny"+n'f -# Q.2.3)

nz" +n'r'=#.
Noting that

#=#,'*Hn'*#'' @.24)
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and denoting partials by subscripts we have

(*o - l)nr+ r'y'ny*rtz'nr=-nfri'

,'f n* + (yo - l)ns * y' ztn, - -nyrt

î'z'n, i yt z'nn + þu - l)n, = -n2".
We wish to solve these three equations for the three partial derivatives of n. The

determinant of the matrix of coefficients is

A_
øn-r r'y' frtzt
n'yt yn - L yt r'
ttzt y'z' zn - 7

(2.2.5)

(2. z.o)



Eraluating this we find that

L = rû + yo + zn - t. (2.2.7)

If a curve ø is parametrized by arc length s, then a(s) = ("(t), y(s), e(s)) and

the tangent of the curve is deflned to be a' = (*',f ,r'), which, since the path

is parametrized by arc length, must have unit magnitude. Hence A = 0 a¡d the

system is undetermined.
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If the ray path lies in the r-g plane then we have

(ro - t)n" + r'Y'ny = -tLÍ't'

r'y'nr+(yo -L)nr- -nft
and again

The reason for this is not hard to see. Since d = cos / and g' = sin /, (where / is

the tangent angle to the ray) substitution yields

n"sin ó-nscos@- -"#

for both of Eqs. (2.2.8). We note that dþlds is the curvature,t, of the ray

pafh. Now, if we assume that n, is a function of gr alone, this means lhat, nnf n -

secþ(dglds), and, since / = tan-1 (dyldr),

A_ rr2 - I styt
fy' vn-l -0.

(2.2.8)

T - ksecþ= sec ó# -

(2.2.e)

'.(y,)'y, (2. 2. 1 o)



The cunature of a plane curve is given by

so that we have, integrating with respecl to y, from the elevation of the eye
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This gives us a relation between elevation and refractive index independent of arc

length. \\ie select a ray path y - /(r) and express dyf dr and dzyf dtr2 as functions

of y. (Fiuding the inverse function may not be a trivial problem.) Performing ihe

integration rve obtain refractive index n as a function of elevation.

Parabola

Cycloid

Circle

Catenary

ta - 1 * 4ab, 13 = 4b, ru = v€rtex range

Iable 2.2

t = &cos-l (l - yla) t
g=a-b(r-rr)2

Path

Table (2.2) gives the dependence of refractive index on eleiration for four ray

paths: parabola, cycloid, circle and catenary, These are similar to results obtained

by Lyusternik [6].

(2.2.tr)

V - tQar4
!=a-acoshrfa

[a - Bvl/(a=Pç

n

N,6JE

n,(r-yla)10-y,la)
nrA"lA
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Suppose that the ray path is given by

then

Iltegration yields

A=ø-b(*-r,)2,

'(#r)

A ray from P¡ofile 2, with departure angle 5 minutes of arc, was selected

because its shape seemed reasonably parabolic. The ray elevation at the eye was

2.00 meters, and at the target range of 25 kilometers, it was 2.42 meters. These

values, plus the initial ray slope, allowed us to fit the parabola given by Eq. (2.2.12)

yielding values of:

rv -2b= ["T#6ydY'

n(Y) - nu

23

(2.2.t2)

1*4ab-4byw'

ø = 11.1969

(2.2.13)

The flt to the ray path is shown

temperature proûles are shown in

(2.2.t4\

b=5.7508x10-8

in F'ig. (2.2.r)'.

Figs. (2.2.2) and

sa = 12646

The resulting refractivity and

(2.?.3) respectively.
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Profile 2

F ig. 2.?.3. Parabola fitted to a ray from Profile 2
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Profils 2

F'ig. 2"2.3 Temperature profile coresponding to Fig. 2.?.1
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Elevoiion (m)
octuol + model
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The parabola was fitted to obsenable quantities and clearly the fit to the

ray path is poor. If we simplify the problem and fit a parabola to the observable

elerations at eye and target and the unobsenable elevation at the vertex (18.17

meters), we get

ø - 18.1854

Fbom Fig. (2.2.a), it is clear that these values provide a better fit to the ray path. But

Figs. (2.2.5) and (2.2.6\ indicate that the errors in refractive index and temperature

are larger over most of the range of elevation treated.

Cartesia¡ coordinates a,re convenient for calculation on the flat earth, but when

we iake the cunature of the earth into account (as we must for distant targets), we

must employ plane polar coordinates.

b- 1.0224x10-z

The deriratives of the position vector tr, are given by

#= /î + r,,',

* - b" - rl,¡z)t * (ro" + zt' o)0,ds2-\' '

and the gradient of n,

vn - *r*!*e,dr rdU

ra = 12582

where i and á are unit vectors, and primes denote differentiation with respect to

(2.2.15)

(2.2,16)
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Proflle 2

F'ig. ?.2"4 Parabola fitted to a ray from Profile 2
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Profllo 2

F ig. 2.2.6 Temperature profile corresponding to Fig. 2'2'5
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arc length s. Employing

component form,
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Eqs. (2.2.15) and (2.2.16) we write the ray equation in

Since

n(rt'-rf,n)+ntrt:nr

n(ro¡' +zli,t) * nori,' - Lnr.

we have

We wish to solve these equations for n, and np, the partial derivatives of n with

respect to r and d. Evaluating the determinani of the matrix of coefficients, we find

that

n"(1 - fr) - nsrtï' = n(rtt - rln)

-n,(rf 0¡) + ns(f, - rg") = n(rltt +2f 0').

dn

ã = rtrrTt + noot

st

which, since (P + r20n) is the magnitude of the uniú tangent to the

vanish. Again the system of equations is undetermined.

A- (L - P) -t'0,
-rrtît (I - r0"|

The orthogonal componenis of the unit tangent are: rït = cos / and d = sin d,

where / is the tangent angle with respect to the normal to the radius vector r.

Differentiating these we obtain

=l(t -rr2-foo),

(2.2,17)

ri,¡, =_ffriod _ (tiodiotd)

(2.2.18)

path, must

and ,', = #cos /.
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Substituting in Eqs. (2.2.17), and noting thai the tangent of / has unit magnitude,

some algebra yields

. sind ,dó cosd.nrcosQ-ne r ="1ã-;)

-nr cos ö + nery =.?#* #1,
where the linear dependence is obvious.

If we assume that n is a funciion of r alone, that is, n - n(rl then Eqs. (2.2.19),

become

so that integrating with respect

Intuitively, the llr term accounts for the curvature inherent in the coordinate sys-

tem. For example, if the ray paths are circles centered on the origin, then d$lds = 0,

sec { - I and performing the integration yields

*= tre(?)

rrr

n

to

dót- -+secó - -ds'r

r (#t) - l,'"ffa, - l,'.r#secþ 
- lt*.

r, from the elevation of the eye,

(2.2.1e)

Note

have

that for level rays on a curved earth, þ 4 1o, so that rays with constant /

true currature very nearly equal to the curvature of the earth.

{2.2.20)

(2.2.21)
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Since the quantity dþlds will, in general, be difficult to calculate we will

not proceed as we did in the cartesian case, that is, perform the integration in

Eq. (2.2.21). It will be easier to integrate either one of Eqs. (2.2.17) directly.

\ryith n - n(r) the first of Eqs. (2.2.17) becomes

If we consider a parabolic ray path with focus at the center of the earth, then the

path can be described by

where &- R, is the eleration of the vertex and .R, is the radius of the earth. Then

n, _(f'-rîn)n-T-q

o=cos-r('-i) and #=-#(#) ez24)

where u = (1 - 2ølr) so that

øt_^tdo on- * 4ø2u-'E v -1AV' (2'2'2Ð)

Since the magnitude of the unit tangent is given by P + P7n we find that

,o f -4 ¡ tr A'P ='# and ,,, = Zrr. (2.2.26)

Inserting these formulae into Eq. (2.2.22) and integrating from the elevation of the

eye, we have

r(t-cos?)-)a

(2.2.22)

(2.2.23)

r (å) = f,'"Yd,= l,',-fia,
(2.2.2i)



which yields

Since r - re = z and z is small we can write

n ='tue

where we have expanded the square root and retained only the linear term. This

linearized refractive index differs from the square root by less than 4 parts in 106

at 20 meters.

Unfortunately, a ray described by F4. Q.2.23) will never intersect the surface

of the earth. Sre employ poiar coordinates with origin at the center of the Barth

in order to account, in a straightforward manner, for the Earth's currature and the

resulting spherical symmetry of the atmosphere. ln this context a useful profile is

characterized by a lack of dependence on polar angle.

While Fq. (2.2.23) certainly leads to a profile with the required symmetry, its

failure to intersect the surface severely limits its utility.

We could relocate both focus and origin to the same point on the surface.

Equation (Z.Z.Zï) will still describe the path but ø becomes the elevation of the

vertex and the polar angle d wiil sweep out r radians from horizon through zenith
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(2.2.2s)

(2.2.2e)
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to horizon. Now however, when tracing a ray through such an atmosphere, the

elention of any point above the surface depends on both coordinates r and d. Our

profile, expressed in this coordinate system, has lost its symmetry.

By relocating just the focus of the parabolic path, the profile retains its sym-

metry but the calculations required to convert the path to a profile become very

complicated. For example, if we shift the focus of Eq. (2.2.23) p units to the left,

the polar equation of this parabola becomes

Recalling the derivatives required to solve Eq. (2.2.22) it should be clear tbat the

problem is cumbersome at best. Considering that the resulting proflle wiil be es-

sentially linearly, investigation of parabolic paths in a polar coordinate system will

be abandoned.

P(t - cosz d) - 4arcosá - 4az + Aap.

In the cartesian case we have

expanding the square root and keeping only the linear term we get

(2.2.30)

L*Aab-4by
1*4ab-4by,'

nxn,(ï-z.o[x 1o-7e). (2.?.31)
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Comparing with the linearized square root, we see that the cartesian refractive

proflle requires a larger slope to produce the same degree of ray curvature that

occurred in the polar case as a consequence of the radial symmetry.

Clearlg modelling an entire ray path by a single parabola will, for all practical

purposes, produce a linear refractive profrle. The method, as it stands, has little

applicability to the problem of deiermining temperature profiles from mirage data.

It does however possess some utility. Since we know the departure angle and the

iniiial and final elevations of the ray, the highest degree polynomial thai can be

fitted to these conditions is second degree. The assumption of a parabolic path

allows a rough refractive proflle to be obtained from observable quantities. And,

for shallow rays, the parabola may provide a sufficiently accurate refractive proflle.

A problem that arises when fitting rays to parabolas, is that each parabola is,

in a sense, uncoupled from the others. Each is fitted separately a¡d no parameters

from one are related to another. This means that we cannot find a¡ optimal (in some

sense) set of parabolas derived from a set of mirage data and use some commom

parameter to determine a refractive proflle statistically. H/e discuss this problem in

Chapier 4, where we fit mirage data to sinusoidal paths and relate refractive index

to the com.mon frequency.
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The selection of a parabola as the approximate shape of the ray path, is to

some extent arbitrary. There are other functions that can be fitted to the known

ray data: Gaussians, sinusoids, Legendre polynomials etc. But whatever function

we choose, we are gtessing that the temperature structure of the atmosphere will

produce rays with approximately that shape. We have no way of knowing, a priori,

if that is the case. Furthermore, it is possible for the optical data to mimic (at least

for a single ray) the result of another refractive proflle. A ray can be perturbed in

the region between eye and target in such a way that the initial and flnal conditions

remain unchanged. No analysis of a single ray, or analysis of uncoupled rays can

hope to determine the nature of ihis perturbation.

It seems pointless then, to compile a library of path/profile pairs and seek to

fit mirage data by searching for the besú path. While this method might soh'e the

practical problem of obtaining atmospheric temperature profiles from mirage data,

it does not constitute, in any mathematical sense, a solution to the invercion prob'

lem. We can not be sure that the proflle associated with the best fitted path is a

good fit to the true profile. ,4. maihematical solution, even a statistical solution,

should not stumble over a quirky aimosphere, the boundary of its region of applica-

bility should be derirable a priori and the initial conditions of the problem should

$ry
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tell us if the atmosphere under investigation falls within the boundary.

?.S .4,¡r Analysis of the RaY Fath

We examine here the effect of ray path shape on the temperature structure of

the atmosphere. We will limit the discussion to ray paths that possess a single vertex

and no points of inflection. Note that at a point of inflection the ray curvature,

and hence the refractive gradient, change sigl. Thus, the restriction is equivalent

to requiring that the refractive index be a monotonic function of elevation.

The lowest ray observed in an inferior mirage exits the e1'e with negative slope,

strikes the surface tangentially at the vertex, ffid travels on to intersect the target.

Let us suppose that the ray path is given explicitly by g = /(c).

Since we have assumed that /(ø) possesses no points of inflectioo, f" (") > 0

for all c. This implies that the slope of the ray path always increases with increasing

ø. Furthermore, the initial slope is bounded below by ihe requirement that the ray

be tangent to the surface at the vertex. Elence, the slope of the ray path, between

eye and vertex, musi }ie between the initial (negative) r'alue and zero.

We can suppose that all of the temperature variation between the eye and the

sur{ace occurs, discontinuously, at the surface. The ray path in this case would be
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a pair of straight lines intersecting at the vertex. The path is not differentiable at

this point and the ray curvature is infinite. Convective, conductive and radiative

mechanisms will, however, guarantee a non-zero lapse rate between surface and eye.

This serves to limit the magnitude of ray curvature and hence places a physical

upper bound on /"(r). (Ray cunature is, of course, one of the parameters that we

are trying to deduce from the mirage data.)

We expand f(r) in a Maclaurin series,

where the first two coefficients, /(0) and /'(0) are known. To adequately model the

temperature structure of the atmosphere, we must select second (and higher) order

terms that will reduce the slope from a ft¡own initial value to zero, in a .k¡ow¡

dista¡ce.

/(r) = /(0) + /'(0), + /"(0) * * r"'(o)* +

Let /o(e) be the cubic approximation to the ray path /(r). The approximation

has the same origin and initial siope as /(r), and is tangent to the surface at the

vertex of /(ø) so that

where /(0) and /'(0) come from the Taylor expansion of /(ø), and fo" (0) and

foþ)= /(0) + /'(0)r + fo" g# + fr"'(o)äi
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fr"'(0) are fitting constants. Define the cubic defect

Since /(z) has one vertex and no points of inflectioo, /(") must lie between frþ)

and the straight line

Ap= foþ)-fþ)'

obtained by allowing the line tangent to the ray at the eye to intersect the s-axis at

r, - -t(0)lf g.Figure 2.3.1 shows the region that /(r) must inhabit. It follows

that the maximum cubic defect will be

s-l(0) +/'(0)ø

40

Ap = /(0) + f'(o)ro + fo" g++ /0"'(0)f

- f,fo"(o) (-ffi)' *'urr"'(o) (-ffi)'

If we fit a cubic to a ray that is tangent to the surface at a range of 2500 meters,

that exits the e¡'s with departure angle -B ninutes of arc and initial eleration of

1.0 meter, then we obtain the results sholn in Table 2.3, from which we determine

that the maximum cubic defect is 0.269 meters.
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Cublc opproxlmoilon

F ig. ?.S.1 Cubic approximaiion of a ray.

1.2 1.6
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/(0)
1.0

Under the present constraints, an actualray would never exhibit this maxrmum

defect since the defect occurs at a point of infinite ray curvature, namely at the

corner at r = xp. We can even relax, slightly, the constraint that /(c) possess

no points of inflection. As long as any deviation resulting from such a relaxation

does not cause the ray to stray from the region bounded by the straight line, the

s-axis and the cubic approximation, the cubic defect will be bounded a.s before.

Such deviations in the ray path would indicate the presence of a flne structure in

the temperature profile that the cubic model iglores. Flom the preceding analysis,

it is clear that the magaitude of this fine structure musú be bounded for the cubic

approximation to adequately model the ray trajectory.

The highest ray observed in a superior mirage exits the eye with positive slope,

reaches its highest elevat,ion at the vertex, and then continues on to intersect ihe

target. An analysis similar to the one above is not possible since we can not locate

the vertex. \\re know, given the constraints on /(ø), that the vertex must Ie below

a line tangent to the ray at the eye, but we can not determine either its range

/'(0)

-8.7270 x l0-4
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/'(0)
4.3632 x l0-7

Table 2.3

/''(0)

-6.9792 x l0-rr
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or elevation. Neither can we fit a cubic to the known conditions since we lack

information about the location of the vertex.

As well, the vertical displacement of a ray under superior mirage conditions

can be orders of magnitude greater than the displacement under inferior mirage

conditions. As a consequence, disallowing points of inflection on ihe ray path is

unrealistic. We do not, however, possess, a priori, a sensible scheme for relaxing

this constraint. Indeed, thermodynamically relevant quantities aloft depend on the

entire column of air below, and this column can be very tall. Even if rates of change

of these quantities are small, integrating over the height of the column can produce

large changes.

These factors suggest that the failure of Flaser's method to produce accurate

temperature profi.les from the superior mirage data used, results from attempting

to extend the method beyond its domain of validity.
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S"f. ûptícal Fath l,ength

The optical path lengih along a ray from a point A to a point B, in a medium

with varying refractive index n is defined by

where c is the velociüy of light in t'acuo, u the velocity in the medium and the

integration is performed along the path of the ray. Now, u = dsld| so that along

the ray one can write cdsf a = cdt and hence

Al = [' ,¿t = cVt.
l¡'

Âr = l^ ; o'= l: n(r,y,z)ds

Thus the optical path length is proportional to travel time for light along the path.

Fermat's principle tells us ihat the path followed by a ray will be that path which

minimizes time of traversal. Flom Eq. (3.1.2) we see that this implies minimization

of optical path length. Any length minimizing path on a surface is a geodesic. This

has some interesting consequences.

(3.1.1)

S.? Metrícs and Geodesics

If rve restrict our attention to a ray t,hat travels in the r-g plane, then for

arbitrarily close points on the ray, the optical path length (now denoted by dl), is

44

(3.r.2)



approximately

dl - n(n,y)ds. (3.2.1)

Note that line element ds lies in ihe euclidean plane (denoted by R') and that dl

is the line element on a two dimensional surface that is defined (at least locally) by

Eq. (3.2.1). Since dP - n2(dr2 + dyz) = n26¡jd,ridsi - g,i¡dridri, this surface has

metric

We make the assumption that n is a function of elevation alone, explicitly
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Then the covariant metric tensor is

gii = n26;i.

and its contravariant counterpart becomes

n = n(y).

We can norv begin the calculation of the quantities required to describe the surface

in terms of the metric given bV Eq. (3.2.2). The details of ihese calculations are

gii = n'(Y)6¡¡ (3'2'4)

(3.2.2)

(3.2.3)

(3.2.5)
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contained in Appendix I, where the Christoffel symbols of the first and second kinds

are defined. The nonvanishing Christoffel symbols of the first kind are

Irrs = n(dnldY)

lrzr = -n(dnldY)

f ztt = n(dnldy)

Tzzz = n(dnldY).

and of the second kind are

Ir2r = -(tl")@nldy|

rz2z = (tln)(dnldy)

frtz = $ln)(dnldy)

tzrr = (tln\(dnldy).

The equations deflning a geodesic on a surface, in terms of arc length are

#*r,'o#ff-0. (8.28)

Substituting Eq. (3.2.7) into equations (3.2.8) and noting that we are now measur'

ing arc length by l, we obtain the geodesic equations for the surface under discussion

(3.2.6)

dzr ,2dndrdY -nÃtz ' "ø7î di - v

#**#lft)'- (#)'l =o

(3.2.7)

(3.2.s)



$.3 Geodesícs and the Ray Equatio¡r

We have defined the line element on the surface so that dl = nds. The chain

rule allows us to write

and

Substituting Eq. (3.3.1)

some manipulation)

dr dcds ldr_=:__dl dsdl nds

dy _dyds _rdyA-æA- nE
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ût Ldzs ld lltudu\
æ=ææ*;¿n\aææ)
üy _ I &y , I d (tdydy\
æ-ææ- nW \næã)
and (3.3.2) into the geodesi. Bq. (3.2.9)

dzr dn funæ +zãd, =o

*&g -dndy _dn'"ds2' dsds- dy

which can be written in the more familiar form

*("#)= v¡¿

known as the ray equation. Here the vector r, which locates a point on the ray path

and arc length s, are creatures of R2.

(3.3.1)

we obtain (after

(3.3.2)

(3 3.3)

(3.3.4)
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S.4 Ga¡¡ssia¡r Curvature

If a(s) is a plane curve, parametrized by arc lenglh s, then the cunaúure

È = È(s) of a is defined to be

where T and N are the unit tangent and unit normal respectively of a. lntuitively,

k measures the rate of change of the iangent direction with respect to arc length.

Now, suppose that we have a surface imbedded in R3 and that at every point on

this surface we can define a unique (up to sign) normal rector. The intersection of

the surface and a plane containing the normal, defines a plane curve, the curvature

of rvhich is cailed the normal curvature of the surface. If we allow this plane to

rotate about the normal at p, the curvature at p will be given as a function of

ihe rotation angle. There are two cases. Either the curvature wiil be constant a.s

the angle changes, or the curvature will attain a maximum a¡d a minimum. The

directions in which the extrema occur will be orihogonal. These two directions are

called principal directions and the curvatures in the principal directions are called

principal cutvatures.

The Gaussian curvature at a point is defined to be the product of the principal

curvatures. If, for example, our surface is a circular cylinder of radius r, the principal

k(s) =fr m (3.4.1)
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directions are parallel and perpendicular to the æcis of the cylinder. The normal

curvature in the perpendicular direction is just the curvature of a circle l/r. In the

other direction the curvature is zero since the normal plane in that direction cuts a

straight line from the cylinder. Hence, the Gaussian cunature of a circular cylinder

is zero. Similarly, any pair of orthogonal directions on the surface of a sphere of

radius r will be principal directions. Then each principal curvature will be t/r so

that the Gaussian cun'ature of a sphere is llÊ.

Surfaces whose Gaussian cunatures vanish, can be simpler than those in which

this is not the case. But such surfaces are not, for our purposes, without utility.

For example, if rve allow a straight line, called a ruling, to move smoothly along a

fi.xed line, not colinear with it, the ruling sweeps out a su¡face called a ruled surface.

Cylinders and cones are simple examples of such surfaces. The important feature

of a ruled surface in the present context, is the fact that its Gaussian curvature

K < 0. In fact, if the tangent planes remain parallel along the rulings then K = 0,

The discussion above desuibes a surface and its Gaussian cun,ature in terms

of an exúrjnsic feature of the surface, ie. the rate at which the normal topples. The

normal does not exist in the sudace and requires that we embed the surface in R3.

This limits us to surfaces which can be embedded. TVe would like a characterization
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of cunature that is based on intrinsic properties of the surface. The simplest such

property is geodesic sPreading.

We consider a geodesic polar mapping of the surface at the point p. Such a

mapping is defined by

x(u, u) = 'lcos üer +sin , rr(ul,

where e1 and ez constitute a basis at p, the curves of constant u are the analogue

of polar circles and the curves of constant u are geodesics radiating from p.

H the Gaussian cun ature vanishes, then geodesics will spread at the same rate

as straight lines emanating from a point in the plane, that is, in a neighborhood

of p, (ø - uo)lu = 0, tthete d is the angle subtended at u by u -1)o.Locally, this

surface is planar.

If Gaussian cun ature is positive, then locally, the surface acts like a sphere.

In that case geodesics do not spread as fast as on a plane. Intuitively, this can be

demonstrat.d by forcing an orange peel onto a flat surface. It spreads and flnally

tears as its geodesics are forced to spread at the same rate as the geodesics of the

flat surface. (Note that this intuition is an extrinsic one.)

If the Gaussian curvature is negative the surface is, locally, like a saddle, and

geodesics spread faster than geodesics in the plane. Imagine forcing a saddle onto
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flat surface; as we proceed it doesn't tear but folds over on itseH. The geodesic

spreading gives us more surface than ihe plane can accomodate. If we are careful

and the saddle is elastic we can fo¡ce its points into a one to one correspondence

with the points of the plane by squeezing the geodesics closer together so that they

spread less.

In Appendix I we determine the components of the Riemann and covariant

curvature tensors. These results allow us to express the Gaussian curvature of our

surface as

where K is the Gaussian cunature, Rtztz the [1212] component of the covari-

ant curvature tensor and lgl is the determinant of the contravariant metric tensor,

treated as a matrix. Performing the calculations implicit io Eq. (3.4.2) we obtain

#-*(#)'---n'K (B4B)

For K = 0, let u = lnn then Bq. (3.4.3) becomes 1)tt = 0 (u'here ' indicates

differentiation with respect to g) so that

rl Rlzn
^ =Tl-

n = a.ebu .

lf the temperature (and hence refractive index)

(3.4.2)

(3.4.4)

is known at two points, U = 0 and



Y - Yr, then

and finally

a=n(0)=no

Since n=L+epplT wehave

and

A fit of Eq. (3.4.7) was attempted, using the data from Profile l. Elevations

zero and 35 meters were chosen for y and yr, respectively. The resulting temperature

profile did not agree with the known temperature profile at the selected elevations.

It was determined that this wa"s due to a difference in air pressure p, at zero and 35

meters. Since pressure as a function of altitude was not known a refractive profile,

Eq. (3.4.6), wffi fitted to the known refractive index at these same elerations. The

fitted profile and actual refractivity are shown in Fig. (3.4.1). The proflle from

Eq. (3.4.6) appeared to be a straight line, as is apparent from the figure. Similar

results occurred when other points were chosen to flt. We can write ft. (3.a.6) as

ö=lh
!e

I n"\'l'"
n, = tro l - |

\no )
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(#)

r -eþPþ"(#)vtv" -']-'

(3.4.6)

(3.4.7)

'(#,) - 
Lro(#)
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Profile 1

Fig" S.4.1 Profile 1 refractivity - K = 0.

20 40

Elevotion (m)
oclucl model



For01r42,,

tnr = (" - t) -iø- r), * ]f" - 1)' -...

Since nlno - I is small we have

so that ru is approximately a linear function of y. Linear refractive profiles do not

cover many cases.

For K - constant, the same change of variable gives us 'u't = -nzK. An

application of the chain rule allows us to write this a"s uìt -- uìdutf du. Integrating

this with respect to u we obtain

n*Êffi(-.-')
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where ¿ is the constant of integration. Note that, under conditions that produce a

superior mirage, n is a decreasing function of y so that we choose the negative root.

Then changing variables and integrating Bq, 3.4.8 with respect io g gives us

n'=*n

where c is the second constant of integration. We have three parameters to adjust

to flt the refractive index, namely, the two integration constants and the Gaussian

a2 - Knz

Zac e-aY
" - {K s-2ov ¡ ç2

(3.4.8)

(3.4.e)
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curvature. The refractive index at three elerations, 0, l0 and 20 m, was taken from

each of the profiles and Newton's method used to fit a, c and K. The results are

presented in Table (3.1).

Profile

I

2

1.2920296665 x 10-4

3

1.5682137495 x lO-a

a

I.0236447124 x 10-4

Note that, since pressure as a function of altitude was not known, the derived

refractive proflle was converted to a temperature profile by means of ihe relation

n=t+*=t*0'01968T ¡I 
T

0.99984996067

c

0.999725917t7

55

1.00028519580

where atmospheric pressure, p, wö assumed to have a constant value of 101.3 kp and

e = 226 x 10-6 ànd P = 3.48 x 10-3 are constants. This assumption of constant

pressure led to an essentially constant difference between the derived and actual

temperature profiles. In the absence of more refined pressure data, this disagreement

was minimized by using the relation above to derive actual temperature proflles

from the known refractive profiles. This procedure will not affeci the accuracy of

Table 3.1

1.6683625I01 x 10-8

K

2.4578594157 x l0-8

1.0471349362 x 10-g
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the model since, a more sophisticated pressure-altitude relation could be substituted

to convert the accurate refractive profiles to true actual temperature profiles.

The refractive and temperature profiles are presented in Figs. (3.a.2) through

(3.4.7). The correspondence is remarkable. The errors are presented in Figs. (3.4.S)

through (3.4.10). The mæiimum error is less than 0.1o C below twenty meters, and

for Profile 2, the maximum error is 0.005o C.

We note that the value determined for the integration constant c is very nearly

unit¡ for each proflle. If we assume that c = 1 in Eq. (3.4.9), then

The refractive index at elevations of zero and 20m, was taken from each of the

profiles and Nervton's method used to fit ø and K of Eq. (3.4.9) under the assump-

tion that c = 1. The numerical results are presented in Taliie 3.2. The errors are

presented in Figs. (3.4.11) through(3.4.13). While the two point fit results in larger

temperature errors, the maximum error is still just 0.2o C. Some images generated

" - ft sech(os). (3.4.10)
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from constant Gaussian cunature profiles are presented in the appendix.

Profile

I

2

1.2146893214 x 10-4

3

1.4245751976 x 10-a

a

1.1574739001 x 10-a

1.4746056301 x 10-8

Table 3.2

K

2.0282305240 x l0-8

1.3388336018 x 10-8
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F ig" S.4.S Profile 1
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F'ig" 3.4.4 Profile 2 refractivity.
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Const,ant K, no approximation of c.
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F ig. $.4"5 Profile
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Fig. 3.4.6 Profile 3 refractivity.
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F ig" S"4.3 Profile 3 ternperature" Constant
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frr)

F ig" $"4.8 Profile
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Elevotion (m)

I temperature error. Constant K, no approximation of c.
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F ig. 3.,4.9 Profile 2 temperature error.
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Constant K, no approximation of c.
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ï'ig. S.4.i.0 Profile 3 temperature error.
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Elevotlon (m)

Constant K, no approximation of c,.
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F''ig. S.4.f.3. Profile
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Elevotion (m)

I temperature error. Constant K, c - I.
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F'ig. S"4.12 Profile 2 temperature error.
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polnt fit)

Fïg" S"4"LS Profile 3 temperature error.
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S,5 T'he Radially Synanaetnic h4a¡lifold

In the preceding sections we have examined the consequences of the metric

specified by Eq. (3.2.4). This metric lvas stated in terms of Cartesian coordinates

(that is, the earth was assumed to be flat). I¡ order to take into account the cur-

vature of the earth we must express the metric in terms of plane polar coordinates,

with origin at the center of the earth.

The polar line element ds is given by

ds2 = ¿f + rz d02
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so that our metric becomes

where

dlz = n2 ds2 = n2 (drz + û df,z)

- g¡idridsi

and

We assume that n - n,(r). The Christoffel symbols of the first and second kind

are defined in the Appendix. A. deririation identical to the one above leads to the

s;j =,, (å ,g )

(3.5.1)

gij-# (å å)

(3.5.2)
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following relation between Gaussian curvature and refractive index:

&n _L (4"\' , rdn
@-"\#) *;#=-n'K' (3'5'3)

This diflers from its cartesian analog by the third term on the left.

TVe let u = ln n. So that

u" +* -- -KeZ' . (8.b.4)r

For K = 0, we get

n=bro-bu,o(t*å).,

where ,R' is the radius of the earth. Two points of k¡own refractive index wiil allow

us to fit the integration constants, ¿ and ö. Noting that ln(l * ø) ru ø for ø ( l,

we get, after some manipulation

This result produces an essentially linear refractive proflle for the range of elevations

of interest and is (absent the approximation used), the same as Eq. (3.4.G).

To obtain an appt'oximate solution of Bq. (3.5.4) for the case K f 0, we note

that

n2=e2o =1* rroQI)' f ..'nv1

{ nr\nl"n=no\.r/ (3.5.5)



which leads to

N{ultiplying Eq. (3.5.6) by ,'and letting r = et we obtain

ü=-Kezt

where the dots indicate diff''erentiation with respect to Í.

Eq. (3.5.7) is

," +'' - -K.r

a=at+ö-

or, with suitably relabeiled constants,
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Inserting this result into the lefthand side of Eq. (8.5.3) we obtain

(3.5,7)

The general solution to

(3.5.6)

which is wrong by a factor of æ2 on the righthand side. The absence of this quadratic

variation of n is sufficient to prevent a reasonable fit of the constants in trq. (3.5.8).

Nelton's niethod was applied to the refractive index at three elerations. This

atternpt to fit resulted in ill conditioned matrices and so faited. A singular value

decomposition with back substitution (Press[7]) resulted in a Gaussian cunature

Aeou

n = broe-Krzl+

ttd-n
aro

I
n (#)'+l#=-nK,

(3.5.8)

(3.5.e)
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of approximately I x 10-28, hence the exponential term was essentially unity and

the fit was the same as the K = A case examined earlier. Since variation of re with

elev¿tion is very small and Gaussian curv¿ture smaller still, it seems inappropriate

to attempt further approximate solutions to Eq. (3.5.3).

By imposing radial symmetry on the manifold, we have in effect determined

a scale for the problem. In the Cartesian case, the location of the origin can be

arbitrarily specified so this scaling does not occur. However, the layer of atmosphere

that we are attempting to model geometrically has a depth on the order of 20 m

and it sits at the top of 6000 km of constantly curving manifold. S/e cannot expect

to model an atmosphere over such a large distance in such a \ryay that the last 20 m

will accurately reflect the refractive proflle. In the absence of an exact solution,

the problem of geometrizing the temperature structure of the radially symmetric

atmosphere must remain open.

3"6 ,&ccounting for Curvaúure

While the results of the preceding section are disappointing, it is possible to

use the flat earth model rvith a term that corrects for the curvature of the earth

and temperature strata.
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The surface of the earth curves away from the tangent plane at the location of

the observer so that the temperature strata, which are concentric with the center

of the earth, lose altitude (u'iih respect to a cartesian coordinate system) as mnge

increases. This serves to increase the elev¿tion of a ray with respect to the local

profile. The loss of altjtude is, to a high degree of accurac¡', given by

/"\y - ft, (3.6.1)

where s is the horizontal target range and .Br, the radius of the earth. The error

incurred by using the horizontal range rather than the arc range is negligible.

Any ray with cartesian elevation y at a distance c from the observer, has an

actual height above ground of y * Ay, so that we can wrjte the modified I'ersions

of Eqs. (3.4.e) and (3.a.10)

and

The presence of ihis correction term does not imply that the local proflle varies

from location io location; it is, rather, a device for transporting the profiles given

Zac e-a(Y*rz lzn")n=JKW

* - ;fr sech(a(y + 12 lLR,)).

(3.6.2)

(3.6.3)
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by Bqs. (3.4.9) and (3.4.10) around the curve of the earth as light rays propagate

in a cartesian frame.
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CHAPT'ER 4: ,4, CVK,INDRICAI, MODEí,

4.1 A Mechanícal Analograe

The relation that allows us to trace the path of a ray of light in an optical

system or in a medium of varying refractive index is Snell's law, namely

where, n¿ is the refractive index in medium n and 0¿ is the angle between the ray in

medium ¿ and the normal to the interface between the two media, at the point of

incidence.

If a particle moves in a consenatit'e potential field then there is a relation,

formaily identical to Snell's law, describing the path of the particle in terms of its

kinetic energy and directions of its path at a discontinuity of the potential function.

Suppose we have a particle with unit mass and total energy E, passing from a

region with a consenative potential 14 to a region of conservative potential l¡2. In

region 1 lve have

nl sin 0t = nzsin02, (4.1.1)

and in region 2

Tr=E-Vt Ir: to''

1Tz=E-I/z= rrr'.
â^/b

(4.1.2)

(4.1.3)



The change in kinetic energy

is the consequence of an impulsive force F normal to the line (or surface) of discon-

tinuity, ie. the component of velocity normal to the line changes but the component

tangent to the line remains constant. If o¿ is the speed of the particle in region r,

then, arross the discontinuity

AT = Tr - Tz - Ilz -v, - f,@tz - w2)
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By consenation of energy

so that we have

77

u1 sin 0t = uzsin 02.

(+.r.a)

ï*or2=E-Vt and

The function {84 differs from the speed of the particle by a multiplicative con-

stant. Clearly, if refractive index and speed possess the same functional dependence

on position, then a ray and a particle rvith the same initial position and direction

will follow the same path.

@$"ind1 - ffisinfu.

l*rr' = E -vz

(4.1.5)

(4.1.6)

(4.1.7)



4,2 Cyliudrica[ Kinernatics

Consider a particle ¿ with unit mass and total energy E, sliding without friction

on the interior of a right circular cylinder of radius R. The cylinder is oriented so

that its axis lies in a plane parallel to the r-g plane and along the ø-anis. Gravity

acts along the -e-axis.

For small excursions about the boitom of ihe cylindrical trough, the particle

will exhibit simple ha¡monic motion, with the position of the particle (projected

onto the c-y plane) given parametrically by

ti = uirt
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U¡ = A¡sin (øf * 6¿)

where , = dgfî and ú = time. The potential in which

by

v -sn(t-
\

so that its kinetic energy T is

We will assume that at f - 0 the displacement of the particle is y¿e

the particle has unit speed. Then, since

/T-E-çRIt-
\

(4.2. I )

the particle moves is given

, _u¿''R2 (4.2.2)

(4.2.3)

and that

(4.2.1)



we have

At time t = 0 the tangent to the path of the particle makes an angle dr:o n'ith

the r-axis. We will refer to this angle as the departure angle of the particle. The

7tr=å+s(w

assumption of unit speed mearß that uirz 4 rro'- 1. This implies

u;r = cos /io

,nu = sin dro.
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Now, suppose that we know the departure angle and the initial and flnal dis-

placement of the particle from some reference level which we rvill take to be ground

Ievel. Can we determine the frequency o (and hence R) and the elevation, y¿, of

ground level with respect to our coordinate system with æiis along the axis of the

cylinder?

Çflindrical Model

(4.2.5)

We rewrite Eq. (a.2.1) as

where y¿ is now the displacement from the reference level.

we obtain

(4.2.6)

Aa * Y¿ = .4¿ sin (arú + ôi)

dYo

7t = w4¡cm(øf + ô,).

Differentiating Bq. (4,2.7)

(4.2.7)

{4.2.8)



At time ú = 0, Eqs. (a.2.7) and (4.2.8) give us

Ud * Y¡o = '4¡ sin(6¿)

%l = sin ó;o =o.4; cos(6¿)
dt lr=o

where we have used the second of Ðqs. (4.2.6). Some manipulation yields

,,=*r@ (4-2 10)

V

and
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ô¿=cos-l (î#)
Noting Eqs. (a.2.1) and (4.2.6) \re can now rewrite Eq. (4.2.7\

yir =A,sin (# + o;) - va.

n'here A¡f is the displacement of the path of the particle from the reference level at a

distance L from the origin. As a consequence of Eqs. (4.2.10) and (4.2.11) there are

only two unknowns in this equation, ø and y¿. The initial and final positions and

departure angles of two particles that follow different paths will, in theory, suffice

to determine these two quantities.

(4.2.e)

(4.2,n|

(4.2.12)
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4.$ [nterpretíng the Radius of the tptical tylinder

When we have determined the spatial frequency and reference level for the

cylindrical model, we are left with the problem of fitting known conditions to the

optical cylinder in order to deduce a temperature profile. Spatial frequency c,.' gives

us the radius of tbe cylinder and the displacement of the reference level gives us

the distance from the surface of the ground to the bottom of the cylinder. We have

still, however, to determine the relationship between cylinder radius and refraciive

index.

Flom the previous discussion, we know that the refractive profile that governs

the paih of the light ray will hai'e the same functional dependence on position as

the speed profile that governs the path of the particle. This is given by

Clearly, the unity term on the right is the square of the initial speed of the particle,

(set y¡ = yir). This follows from the assumption of unit speed and unit mass. We

will explicitly assume that gravity is numerically equal to one. Thus we can write

the positional dependence of refractive index as

a¿ -1ffi- (r + zs\/wæ -zo{T-0,,)ttz .

n - (n,2 +z\F -V -zvTr1rl'z

(4.3.1)

(4.3.2)
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The first term on the right, nrz, is the square of the refractive index at the eye,

and serves to adjust the origin, up or down, to fit the optical data to the cylinder.

Had we chosen the particle to have initial speed equal to refractive index at the

eye, then we could have used Eq. (4.3.1) directly. bnplicit io Eq. (4.3.2) is a unit

constant with dimensions of acceleration.

4.4 Fitting the Cylinder

Equations (4.2.10), (4.2.11) and (4.2.12) are the equaiions to fit to the optical

data in the cylindrical model. The equations are non-linear and Eq. (a.2.12) is

periodic. This fact will be important later on. The data fiited consisted of three

temperature proflles - Profile 1, 2 and 3.

Initially, two rays with departure angles of 0 and I minute of a¡c were chosen

from Profile 1. The target elelations at a range of 25 km were 19.64m and 19.32m

respectively. The departure angles and ray eleration at target gives us a system of

two non-linear equations. Recall, that we rvish to extract the values of ø and y¿

from these equations. A straightforward iterative technique was used. The resulting

fitting residuals became smali for ar ¡v 60 radians/m and la æ -17 meters. This is an

enormous spatial frequency. Next a least squares procedure was used to determine
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the fitting parameterc. .,{gain, values for ø and g¿ were about 60 radians/meter

and -17 meterc, respectively.

Equation (4.2.12) rvas used to generate values for ray plots using the fitting

parameters. It was clear that the frequency was grossly in error.

When however, elevation at target was plotted against departure angle the

reason for the problem was obvious. ,{t a spatial frequency of 57.9 radians/meter,

the fit was excellent. This was the result of the periodic property of Bq. (4.2.12).

The fitting progralns generated the optimum fit by increasing the frequency until

an optimum sum of squared errors was reached.

At this poini the use of numerical techniques to fit the optical data to the

cylìnder was abandoned. Instead, Eq. (4.3.2) rva"s solved for .R and fitted directly

to the refractive profile. Since

where N - (n' - n"2) 12, two points of known refractive index serve to determine fi.

For Proflle I elei'ations of 2.44m and 20m, with refractive indexes of 1.0002930027

and 1.0002901401 respectively, were chosen for fitting. For Proflle 2 elevations of

5m and 20m, rvith ref¡active indexes of 1.00029I55S8 and 1.0002872835 respectively,

were chosen. For Proûle 3 elerations of 5m and 20m, with refractive indexes of

Rz = y,2 + (v: - 
gñ- Ì'tz¡'

(4.4.1)
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1.0003402862 and 1.00033794I6 respectively, were chosen. The calculations were

performed with 15 digits of precision. The displacement y¿ was found by noting that

a ray that departs the eye horizontally at an elevation of g, meters and intersects

ihe target (approximately horizontally) at a range of I meters and an elevation of

g, meters, gives us an approximate displacement

Rncall that the obseruable quantities: y, and il are given with respect to ground

level and that g¿ is the distance from the axis of the cylinder to ground level. Since

the axis of the cylinder must lie midway between the peaks of the sine wave, and

we have assumed that these peaks occur at eye and target, the elevation of ground

level, y¿ given bV Eq. (4.4.2) follows. The displacement was then adjusted, while

holding ,R fixed, to reproduce the correct target elevation of the ray.

Refractive and temperature profiles were generated, and rays wiih departure

angles of zero were traced based on the generated proflle and cylindrical model. The

profiles and ray paths were compared rryith the original proflles and ra1,s. The fitted

values of .R and yd ?,re presented in Table 4.1, the profiles in Figs. (4.4.1), (4.4.2)

and (4.4.3), the associated refractive errors in Figs. (4.4.4), (+.+,5) and (4.4.6) and

the ray traces in Figs (4.4.7), (4.4.8) and (4.4.9).

ad=ue*ry (4.4.2J



Profile

I

2

6.881337796 x 107

3

R

4.384404620 x 107

Exa,mining the graphs of the fitted profiles it is evident that all three match

well, for elevations below approximately 20 meters, the error being on the order of

a few percent. (Per cent error is defi¡ed as absolute error as a fraction of the total

range of temperature or refractive index, where range extends from ground level to

approximately 30m.) However, ihe ray plots indicate that only for Proflle I do the

parameters of the model provide a good fit to the ray path.

Note, that when temperature profiles were constructed, the atmospheric pres-

sure at the elevation of the observer's eye was adjusted until model temperature

was equal to actual temperature. All cylinder radii were determined by solving

F4. þ.3.2) at lower elevations of 2.44,5 and 5 meters for profiles 1, 2 and 3, re-

spectivel¡ and at 20 meters. The refractive profiles show that the refractive error

at these points ranishes. Horvever, the temperature proflles all exhibit some error

at 20m. Presumably this error is due to the nonconstancy of atmospheric pressure.

7.994U,7856 x 107
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1.205489859 x 10-a

a

1.510235542 x 10-a

1.118408169 x 10-a

Table 4.1

A¿

- 10.96835

-8.265950

-12.52100
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Proflle 1

F ig. 4.4.4 Profile I refractivity errors. Cylindrical model.
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Froflle 5
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Prolllø 2

F ig. 4.4.8 Profile 2 ray traces.
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It is clear that fo¡ small elerations, the model gives a more or less good fit.

Above about 20 meters however, the curvature changes siglificantly and the fit

becomes poor. This is not surprising. .4. quadratic approximation will employ,

implicitly or otherwise, a secotrd term of the Taylor expansion of the mapping that

describes the surface. This approximation is useful for teiling us l+'hat the surface

is like close to a point but the accuracy of description will obviously decrease as we

recede from the point, (unless, of course, the expansion of the mapping possesses

nonvanishing terms only up to second order).

4.5 The Mechanics of Mirages

The previous section described a rnechanical system analogous to the structure

of the atmosphere that produces a superior mirage, that is, a temperature inversion.

\4¡e considered ihere, a cylindrical trough opening upward. Clearly for a particle

nioving in this trough, ihe kinetic energy deceases as the particle rises up the ivali

of the trough, that is, as its altitude y increases. In $ a.l, we demonstrated the

analogy betleen refractive index and kinetic energ'y. In this case the refractive index

demeases with altitude, or equivalently, the temperature increases. If the cylinder

were to open downward, then, kinetic energy would increase with increasing y and
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hence temperature would decrease. Under these circumstances one could observe

an inferior mirage.

The model is straightforward and allows an intuitive understanding of mirage

phenomena, but finding a temperature profile with this model is a not a straightfor-

ward procedure. Right circular cylinders and small amplitudes make the problem

solvable in an interactive manner, but there is at present no algorithmic way to

relate optical data to the cylindrical model. Furthermore, any additional complica-

tions that would serve to extend the applicability of the model to higher elevations

or more complicated atmospheric structures, would also increase the difficulty of

the fitting procedure. Hence, although the model is intuitively attractive, it is

computationally cumbersome (at best) and not easily extended.

S¡e note here that this model produces effects similar to the geometrical model

of the previous chapter, that is ray bundles that share a coÍrmon spatial frequency.

This follows immediately from the similar, trough-like, shapes of the proûles gener,

ated by each model.

This model falls into the same class of solutions as does FÞaser's, that is, some

sort of refractive proflle is assumed and the optical data is fitted to it. While it is

clearly effective in describing refractive profiles for small elerations, it fails to relate
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optical data uniqu ely to proflles and hence any constructed profile must be verified

independently. This is a serious defect. To be effective, a meihod for inverting

optical data must allow us to estimate the fitting error.

Figures (4.5.1), (4.5.2) and (4.5.3) show model ray bundles for Profiles 1, 2

and 3 respectively. The model ray bundles demonstrate clearly that the cylindrical

model can reproduce some interesting mirage phenomena: extreme magnification is

seen in Profile I and focussing is evident in Profiles 2 and 3. Of these, the second will

exist in any cylindrically modelled refractive profile, given sufficient target range,

because of the periodic nature of the model ray path. The first focal point occurs

at the first vertex of the ray with depa,rture angle zero.
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Proflle I

Fig" 4.5.3. Profile I ray traces with mag:rification.
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Proflle 2

F ig, 4.5"? Profile 2 ray traces with focussing.
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Proflle 3

Fig. 4.5.S Profile 3 ray traces ivith focussing.
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S.L Fbaser's Method

Fla.ser's transformation equations lead to a parametric form of the equation

of the ray path, expressing { and ç as functions of parameter /¿. He assumed a

series expansion for the elevation variable ç in terms of the refractive rariable r.

The expansion is truncated and the series coefficients determined from the optical

data. The method was applied successfully to fuferior mirage data. Its application

to superior mirages failed to produce correct results.

Fbllowing Flaser, ç was expanded in a Maclaurin series in z. A fit to supe-

rior rnirage data wa"s subsequently attempted for both a one term and a two terua

expansion.

The single term expansion resulted in a relation between image-object angrlar

separation and temperature gradient, similar to a result due to Fleagle [S]. This

relation was applied to Profile I and the rate of change of temperature calculated for

several image-object angular eleration pairs. This led to a continuously changing

temperature gradieni and did not provide a close estimate of the actual gradient.

The iwo term expansion resulted in refractive proflles that either increased

with elevation or decreased so slowly that temperature changed by less than 0.Zo C

oYer a vertical range of 40 meters. It \ryas apparent thai Flaser's method could not

101
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be applied successfully to the superior mirages used here.

5.? A Ðírect Solution

A formal solution of the ray equation u'as presented and its application to

superior mirages investigated. The method allowed the calculation of refractive

proflle once a functional form for ihe ray path had been determined. In the case

where the ray path can be desmibed simply, the refractive profile can be given in

closed form. For more complicated paths, the equations can be integrated numeri-

cally. Some profiles were presented and shown to be similar to results obtained by

Lyusternik[6].

A parabolic path was chosen and fitted to the optical data. The resulting

refractive profiie was inaccurate. It was clear that while a parabola could be fitted

to the data in a number of ways, the true ray rvas insufficienily parabolic over its

entire course, to allow us to model it with a parabola.

It rvas noted that imposing radial symmetry upon the problem and solving the

equations in polar coordinates led to unrealistic ray paths that could be inve¡ted to

produce profiles or realistic paths that were not easily inverted.

The problem of relating the profile derived from one ray in a mirage to the
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profile derived from another ray in the same mirage, was examined. It was suggested

that ray by ray analyses were not an appropriate method of attack and that a

solution should be characterized by some parameter common to all paths.

5.S ,4.¡a Analysis of the Ray Fath

hr Section 2.3 ihe consequences of restricting ray paths to the class of cunres

possessing one vertex and no points of inflection and having shallow vertical dis-

placement was examined. It was demonstrated that this class of curves c.ould bound

the true ray path closely if the departure from the constraints was small.

5.4 Differentíal Geometry

A manifold with a specified metric was described and shown to have some

interesting optical properties. The ray equation was derived from the geodesic

equations of the manifold. Gaussian curvature K, rvas defined, and a differential

equation relating refractive index and K was presented. This equation was solved

forK=0andK=constant.

The assumption that K - 0 led to an exponential refractive profile. Optical
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data could not be fitted, so two points of knou'n refractive ildex were used to

determine the constants in the relation. The resulting profile was esseutially linear

over the vertical range of interest.

The assumption of constant K led to a more complicated exponential relation.

This relation was fitted to three points of known refractive index for several pro-

files and the results presented. The fit in all cases produced proflles in excellent

agreement with the true profile.

It was noted that in each case one of the fitting constants was ciose to uniiy.

Assuming that it was unity allorved us to write the functional form of the refractive

profiie in a particularly simple manner

Fitting this equation to two points of known refractive index resulted in a poorer fit

but stiil, in comparison with the accuracy generally found in this field, quite good.

This suggesis that the thermodynamics of the bottom twenty meters of a mature

invercion may be quite simple.

ln order to account for the curvature of the earth, a radially symmetric mani-

fold, with metric expressed in polar coordinates was defined. A differential equation

defining Gaussian cunature in terms of this metric ivas solved. For K = 0 the re-

n, = fte sech(ag)
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f¡active profile was similar to that obtained in the Cartesian case. With K constant,

no refractive profile could be determined at ail. The implied scale size prevented

a sensible solution from being obtained numericaþ. Lnposing radial symmetry on

the manifold served no purpose.

5.5 Cylindrical model

It was shown that a light ray will follow the same path as a mass particle if

the refractive index of the medium through which the light passes ha-s the same

functional dependence on position as speed of the particle.

The kinematics of a particle of unit mass sliding u'ithout friction on the interior

of a right circular cylinder was presented. It was shown that given the departure

angle a¡d initial and final displacements of the particle from an arbitrary reference

level, the path could be described rvith two unknown parameters - the radius of

the cylinder and the displacement of the reference level from the axis of the cylinder.

The vertical projection of the motion of the particle onto the î - y plane will

be the same as the path of a ray with the same departure angle and initial and

final displacement from the same reference level. Two ra¡'s ivill then determine the

unknown parameters. The relation between the radius of the cylinder and refractive



index is presented.

It was determined that optical data could not be fitted because of the periodic

nature of the relation between target range and elevation. Rather, actual ray path

data was used. The derived profiles produced interesting optical efects such as

focussing and extreme magaiflcation, but due to the fitting problems, the method

is not well suited to inversion. It is however a good paedagogical tool.

Chapter 5: Conclusions i.06
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6.3. T'emperatu.re Frofiles

The proflles used in this thesis are presented in Tables 6.1,6.2, and 6.8. Each

table contains the ray elerations for each ray at 1000m intervals and the temperature

at specified elevations. Graphs of rays paths are presented in Figs. (6.1.1), (6.1.2)

and (6.1.3) and graphs of each profile in Fip. (6.1.4), (6.1.5) and (6.1.6).

6.? Su¡nnoation Conventíon

The Einstein summation convention usuaLly referred to simply as the sümm¿-

tion convention states that in any tensor equation, if an upper or contravariant index

and lower or covariant index are represented by the same symbol, then summation

over this symbol is implied. Hence the following identities

o

yiri =f uorr = yt st * y2 rz,
i=t

få?¡ = gtiT ntr= glil¡r n * g2iT 62¡r,

R¿i nn = W - W* lursl¿,¡ - fur¡f¿.r

-0T¡h ôl¡k
- W - W *l1rel¿rn *l2r¡lrzn- fr'¡,f¿t t -Nri nlf tr.
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Elev (n)
Tenp (C)
Refiactivity

Elev (n)
Tenp (c)
Befractivity

Elev (n)
Tenp (C)
Befiactivity

0.00- 0.96
0 .29309

17.37
0 .43
0 .29097

46.00
9.26
0 .28089

2.44 4.88 7.42 9.96
-0 .96 -0 . 93 -0 .87 -0 .71
0.29300 0.29288 0.29272 0.29246

20.00
1.12
0 .29014

57 .30
10.60
0.27917

22.44
2.04
0 .28908

70.00
11.75
0.27762

24.20 27.003.00 6.00
0.28801 0.28584

12.35 14.93
-0 .42 -0.06
0.29206 0.29168

30.00 35.006.11 7 .38
0.28460 0.28314

Table 6.3.
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EIevfn) 9.qQ s.00 10.00 11.00 rz.oo Is.00 14.00renp (Ç) 0.00 0.30 0.75 0.88 1.06 1.26 -i:5ó
Reriacrivity 0.29206 0,29156 o.zgogo o.2gozz ô.ãõoso õ.ãgoes o.ããggo

Elev (n) 17,00 20.00 24.00 26.00 90.00 s4.00 39.00
Ie+p (c) 2.40 q.Bs 6.00 -l.lo -ã:ãi e:i8 -e:60
Refiacrivity 0.288e0 a,2s7zs 0.284es o'.ãász¿ o'.áäzsz o.ãerse o.ãðozg

Elev (n)
Tenp (C)
Refractivity
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45. 00
9 .80
0.28039
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Profile 3 ¡ay elevations
_ Departure anglé (ninutes of arc)-3 -2 -1 '0 1 - 2 3 4 6 6 7
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Elev (n)
Tenp (c)
Refractivity

Elev (n)
lenp (C)
Refiactivity

0 .00 2. s0 5.00 10.00 15.00 17.50 20 .OO-38.92 -38.90 -38.86 -38.70 -38.40 -38.14 -37.75
0 .34062 0 .34047 0 .34029 0 .33981 0 .33912 0 .33863 0 .33794

21 .50 23.00 24 . 00 25.2 26 .70 29.50 35.00-37.40 -36,90 -36.42 -35.6 -34.40 -32.60 -s0.gs
0.33737 0.33658 0.33586 0.33463 0.33287 0.33025 0.37774

Elev (n) 45.00 65.00 90.00
Tenp (C) -29.13 -26.55 -24.00
Bef ract,ivity 0 .32484 0.32066 O .81617
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Fig. 6.f..1 Profile I - ray paths
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F'ïg" 6"n.2 Profiìe 2 - ray paths
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F ïg" 6.3.,S Profile 3 - ray paths
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Proflle I

Fig. 6"n,4 Profile 1 temperature
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Profllø 2

Fig" 6.1.5 Profile 2 temperature
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6,$ Cartesian Geometny

christoffel symbols of the first kind are defined by the relation

r¡¿¡=+(W*W-W)

Then, given the metric of Eq. (B.Z.Z), we have

ill;=8 $;;t 
=3 

ilr; 
=;îJiîlifi 

i:;;=iÍiitfi!,1 (68r)

christoffel symbols of the second kind are deflned by the relation

Inir = dilo,* = gtilorr * g'iTnrx

The metric in Eq. (3.2.2) then gives us

Chapter 6: Appendix å1?,

Irrr=0 lr?z=0 lr2r=-(tl"l@nldy\Tzrz=0 lzlr = 0 rrti = (t'lûþ"¡åy¡"' (6.8.2)
Irrz = (U") @nl dy) lz2z = (tl"l @nl dy)

The mixed curvature tensor is defined by the relation

&i nx = W - W* l1'sf¿l¡, * farrl f n -lrt¡I¿ t p -T2ì ¡l¡2¡.

The non-vanishing components are

R rr, - -R 2rz = -Rztzt: RJzt

t / d,n\z t &n (6'3'3)

=-æ løl *a@
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The covariant curvature tensor is defined by the relation

R¡mhh = g¡*Rti nn

(6.3.4)

= gt*Rtt nk + gzm.Rtz hk

We need only the ltZtZl component of this tensor. It is

Rtztz = gtzBtL n + gzzRtz n

Since lgl - nn, we have

= gzz&tzn

/ dn\z dzn
= [øJ -nn¡r'

6.4 Sorne Mirages

Some images and mirages are presented beloiv. Figure 6.4.1 shows a normal

view of the shore of the Beaufort Sea at Tirkioyaktuk, Northrvest Territories. Fig-

ure 6.4.2 shows an real inverted, superior rnirage of the same scene.

The image in Fig. 6.4.1 was digitized and a computer progam used to manip

ulate it under ihe assumption that the air temperature was given by Profile I. The

resulting synihetic mirage is presented in Fig. 6.4,3, The major features of the real

mirage, (that is the lifting and inversion of the mounds to the left and right) are

K = Rtztrllgl

| (dn\z rûn-F \F/ -ææ

(6.3.5)

(6.3.6)
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preserved in the synthetic mirage. The most significant feature missing fr.om the

synthetic image is the distorted but erect image of the shore. Examining the rays

of Profile I in Fig. 6.1.1, it is clear that there are no rays contributing to an erect

image for lower elev¿tions.

Under the assumption that Gaussian cunature was constant, Profile I was

fitied to Eq. 3.4.9. The resulting profile was used to construct the image in Fig. 6.4.4.

This image is similar to Fig. 6.4.3, it possesses the same inversion and lifting and

lacks the erect image of the shore because there are no rays from the target that

reach the eye from lower elevations. The image differs in the degree of vertical

magnification, causing it to be more like the real mirage than is Fig. 6.4.3. This is

not to suggest that the real mirage arose as a consequence of constant curvature, but

simply to demonstrate thai such a simplifying assumption can lead to interesting

refractive profiles.
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Fig, 6.4.L The shore of the Beaufort Sea at Ttiktoyaktuk. lrlonnal view.
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F'íg" 6"4"2 T'he shore of the Beaufort Sea ai Tuktoyaktuk. Real mirage.
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F'ig" 6"4"$ Normal view modifled by Profile 1, a synthetic mirage.
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F ïg" 6.4.4 Normal view modifled by Eq. 3.4.9, a synthetic mirage.
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6"5 Radially Symnaetríc Geometry

Christoffel symbols of the first kind are, given the metric of Eq. (3.5.2)'

fzrr =0 frrr = n(dnldr) Ttzz=n*(dnldr)¡n',' fii,=O frri=n,P(t"lAr)+nzr lztz=-n*(dnldr)-nzr (6,5.1)

Tzzz=0 ltzr =0

Christoff'el symbols of the second kind are

Irrs=0 |r2r=0 lzrz=-(rln)(rdnldr+n)
¡it, =o t;l;= $lù@nldr) tfz-(llnr)(rdnldr*n) (6.5.2)

Tzzz = 0 lzr, = (tl nr) (rdnl dr * n)

The non-vanishing compotrents of the mixed curvature tensor are

Rzt rz = -Rtzn = --RzLzt = Rf zt

tldzn tldn\,.tdnl (6'5'3)

=olæ- "\E) 
*;z;l

The [1212] component of the covariant curvature tensor is

Rtztz = gn&tl tz * gzzßtz n

Since lgl - nnrz , u'e have

K = Rtrtrllgl

L d'n , 1. /dn\' 1 dn (6'5'5)

- -æZ,z'æ \ãtl - ffi6'

= gzzRtztz

--u (+î)' -,,n#-,,#

(6.5.4)
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